On March 22, 1972, L.W. Hunnemiller and Richard Ikola employed by the U.S. Forest Service and John L. Carlich, County Surveyor, Tillamook County, visited the ¼ corner between Sections 22/27, Township 3 South, Range 9 West, to determine if there was sufficient evidence to mark this corner and use it as control to establish center of Section 22.

We found two bearing trees, a 26" scribed hemlock, and 24" alder (alder laying on ground) and a 1" pipe. Also a location tag dated 1940 by M. Whitmore. Bearings and distances check with those mentioned in John Carlich's notes for Quentin Barba in Sec. 27, August 1955. John Carlich stated this iron pipe is the one mentioned in his notes and is the legal corner.
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